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The popularity of the term “Innovation 
Policy” (according to  Google) 



Does “new term” mean “new phenomenon”? 

Depends on …. 
What is meant by  “innovation 
policy”? 

• Occurrence of new 
products or processes 
(narrow definition) 

• The entire process 
from invention to 
diffusion (broad 
definition) 

 

And what is meant by 
“innovation”? 

• Policies (or  instruments) 
created with the intent 
to affect innovation 
(narrow definition) 

• Policies that have an 
impact on innovation 
(broad definition) 

 “Double-broad” definition  challenging to apply: 
 need to “rewrite history”?  



Not a new phenomenon:  “The 
Swedish model” (1930s onwards) 

• Public infrastructure used proactively 
to foster innovation/competitiveness 
in firms 

• F.i. from the 1950s Televerket and 
Ericsson  collaborated on the 
development of electronic switches 

• 1970-1978: jointly owned  
development company 
Ellemtel  develops the AXE system, 
the most advanced and flexible 
switching system at the time.  

• AXE made Ericsson a major player in 
mobile telephony at an early stage (40 
% of the global market for mobile 
switching stations in 1992)  

SWEDEN, 1976 
AXE SYSTEM TESTING 



Why should we care? Neoclassical  
perspectives 

• Uncertainty no major problem, risk may be handled 
• Acess to knowlegde no problem, rather that such access 

is too easy (“externalities”/”free-riders”)…. 
• Knowledge as a public  or mixed public-private good 

(”new growth”) may lead to ”market failure” (to little 
knowledge created) 

• Policy implication (Mark I): Subsidize/finance 
knowledge creation  in universities and elsewhere 
(firms) to avoid ”market failure” 

• Policy implication (Mark II): Mark I + strengthening 
intellectual property rights to  allow ”market for 
knowledge” to develop 

• Main focus on creation of knowledge (invention not 
innovation) :“linear model” 



Why should we care? Evolutionary  
perspectives 

• Innovation as problem solving with uncertain outcomes 
• By actors with limited knowledge & resources that seek 

to complement these through search activities 
• Innovation in firms, knowledge infrastructure & policy 

coevolve, may lead to path dependency 
• Innovation policy is about equipping actors with the 

necessary capabilities, stimulating  problem solving 
activity, avoiding inertia (“hampering factors”) & 
preventing unwarranted consequences of path-
dependencies  

• Innovation is relevant everywhere, not just in high tech, 
manufacturing etc, but also in services & in the public 
sector :a broad approach needed 
 



Comparison 

• Many like the neoclassical approach: simple and 
institutionally not very demanding. 

• Leads to a ”narrow approach” that focuses exclusively 
on creation of knowledge (e.g. R&D)  

• In the evolutionary approach R&D is just one aspect 
(outcome) of search processes that firms undertake to 
solve problems. 

• Evolutionary view: Better to focus on factors that 
induce firms to undertake search, that  facilitate search 
processes & the capacity of society to absorb 
innovations (avoiding “hampering factors”) 

• Mission-oriented versus diffusion-oriented innovation 
policy (Ergas 1986) 



Evidence from 
surveys (CIS)  
- CIS (Community 
Innovation Survey) 
 - Carried out regularly in 
the EU and a number of 
other countries 
- Based on a broad notion 
of innovation  
- Innovation(CIS): New to 
the firm, not necessarily to 
the world as whole  

How firms look at it 











Lessons from the evidence 

• Innovative firms do not regard fluidity of knowledge as 
a big problem, probably because many aspects of the 
technological capabilities they draw on are not so easily 
copied.  

• To be first in the market with their new innovative 
solutions - keeping their competitive edge - is what 
matters most to them.  

• Firms do not try to insulate themselves from their 
environments, jealously guarding their secrets, but on 
the contrary interact closely with external partners, 
among which customers and suppliers tend to be the 
most important. 

• Universities & public research institutes less important. 
Not much support for the «linear model» here 



 Innovation policy & Innovation 
Systems  (NSI) 

• Interactive innovation:  Actors, organizations and 
institutions 

• Early work: Mapping the interaction pattern 
(structure) of NSIs (and the associated capabilities) 

• But such patterns vary for historical reasons (co-
evolution, path dependency): Different configurations 
may be equally efficient 

• Recent work (Edquist 2004, Bergek et al 2008): Focus 
on the dynamics of the system and factors influencing 
it  (functions, activities or processes), which policy may 
influence 



Linking Processes and Policy 
• Knowledge:  F.I. public R&D organizations,  R&D support, technology platforms 

etc.  Supported by  the Ministry for Research, but also ministries for industry, 
regional development, health, defense,  finance etc. 

• Skills are normally the responsibility of the Ministry of Education (but vocational 
training  may fall under the Ministry of Industry). 

• Demand  for innovative solutions may be spurred by the creation of markets  
(subsidize use f.i.), by changing standards and regulations  and by using public 
procurement. These policies often falls under the Ministry of Industry but the  
ministries of defense, energy, health and the environment  may also matter.  

• Finance:  Some innovative initiatives may have problems in ordinary financial 
markets,  leading the public sector to step in. This would normally fall  under the 
ministries of industry, finance or regional development.  

• Institutions refer to the “rules of the game”  influencing entrepreneurial actions. 
They range from law and regulations, the responsibility of the Ministry of 
Justice, to informal norms and rules (on which policy actors may have less 
influence).   



 National Innovation System:  
Dynamics, processes and policy  



 Some implications 

• It is of little help to have superior knowledge, if you don’t 
have the skills necessary for its exploitation, the required 
finance or demand (lack of complementary factors) 

• If one critical factor is lacking/fails to progress, this may 
block or slow down the growth of the entire system 
(“blocking mechanisms”) 

•  An effective innovation policy therefore requires mapping 
of the innovation effects and close coordination of 
policies across a number of different domains  (a holistic 
perspective required) 

• This in turn requires the development of new forms of 
governance  (“strategic innovation-systems management”, 
SIM) that are in need of research 

 



Can SIM work? 
The Finnish 
example 

• Policy coordination with 
strong involvement of the 
political leadership 
pioneered in Finland: 

• Can it be replicated 
elsewhere? Other relevant 
experiences to consider?  

• Vulnerable to “group-
think”, “path 
dependency” and “lock 
in” ? 

• “Democratic deficit” or 
perhaps just the 
opposite?  

 

 

 



 Challenges 

• Evolutionary theory leads to a broad approach: Many actors 
and fields need to be mobilized/used 

• The evolutionary approach is more demanding, requires 
stronger leadership & coordination and is prone to errors in 
implementation (tolerance to failure required but important 
to learn from failures).  

• Public sector needs to innovate too & fuel innovation in 
private sector by creating demand for “problem-solving”  
that firms can engage in (Edler and Georghiou 207, 
Mazzucato 2013) 

• Can Innovation policy must address the most pressing 
problems of our times: climate, demography, inequality 

• And avoid ”knowledge mercantilism”?  Absorptive capacity 
more important for innovation & competitiveness than 
domestic knowledge creation  


